Using Wordpress
Safari has gotten better, but Web 2.0-ready Firefox is best for blogging. For example, Safari may insert Apple-specific code in your posts that some browsers don’t like.
When using campus computers be careful about security. Do not “tell” the computer to save your password, and be sure to log out when you’re done writing.

The format bar works similarly
to style bars in Quark, Word,
and InDesign. Here’s what
you’ll use most often:
Italic
Bold, in our “theme”
is also SMALL CAPS.
Creates a link to another site. It’s easiest to
paste the URL into the
dialog box.

Wordpress has two modes:
“Visual” which you’ll use for
most purposes, and “code”
which allows you to edit html.

Breaks a link.
Spell-check. Click on
underlined words and
you’ll see suggestions.
Do not neglect this step.

Format

Title
Must be given before
you hit the upload
button, below. Titles
will help Google and
other search engines
find your post.

Upload
You are encouraged to
upload art—readers
will want to see what
you’re writing about.
See next page for a
guide.

Always pick a category if there
is an appropriate choice. I
made my best guess as to
what would be useful for our
class. Feel free to request
more. However, as a rule, it's
better to have fewer, less specific categories.

Categories

Mo
de

Add
med
ia
Use the picture button
to upload and insert
images in your post. See
next page for more
information.

I find it useful to preview
my post before publishing. Preview will show the
last saved version, so be
sure to hit “save and continue editing” right
before previewing.

iew
Prev
You can save your in-progress
post and come back to it later
on any computer with the
internet. After you “Publish”
your post, it’s public but you
can still edit it. Don’t forget to
save as you write.

Go “live”

Uploading Images
After you’ve found an image you must upload it and “tell” the software how to display it.

Upload file

Allows you to find
and upload files
from your computer.
You can find previously uploaded files
in the “gallery” or
“library.”

On Art:
Having trouble uploading? It
might be your browser or version of Flash. Try the low-tech
option instead.

Won’t work?

• Only upload jpegs—avoid tiffs especially which
will not show in many browsers and will take a
long time to download when the do.
• With rare exception, keep images under 400 kb
so they don’t load quickly. Consider detail
images rather than relying on one big one.
• Be sure to put all images on their own paragraph.

On html:

Giving art a name is optional,
but helps search engines find
it, and your post.

• You don’t need to know any coding to be an
effective blogger. But if you do, Wordpress
offers a fair amount of latitude for coding your
posts. You can, for example include tables and
text styles.

Title

Select “Thumbnail” which will put
the image at a reasonable size. If
your physical image is larger than
thumbnail-sized, readers will be
able to click on it to see it in full
resolution.

Size
Insert
Technically, you are not “inserting” an image, although it will appear as
if you did. You are actually putting a snip of html in the middle of your
post that tells the reader’s browser where to find the image and how to
display it. It’s best to keep that code on its own paragraph.

